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In-situ creep test for injections 

Essai in-situ pour injections

K. Hock-Berghaus -B e rg isch e  U niversitS t-G H  W uppertal, G erm any 

J. Langmann -  P re ussag W a sse r&R ohrte chnik G mbH, Essen, G erm any

ABSTRACT: Injection measures, which, in case of underpinnings, receive static functions, need to be examined with regard to their 

uniaxial compressive strength and their stability under creep pressure respectively. For this purpose undistrurbed soil samples must be 

extracted from the grout body by means of core drilling, which, especially in the case of silicate gel injections, leads to problems. Reflecting 

this contradiction between demands and reality concerning the sampling process, the in situ test device „Creep Tester'1 has been developed. 

The device consists mainly of a spring, which is prestressed to a force of 10 kN and applied on the grouted soil inside a niche in the 

underpinning. The battery supplied measurement device registers creep rates every minute with an ultimate capacitiy up to 10 days.

RESUME: Une mesure d’injection est en case de la reprise en sous- oeuvre un principe de fonctionnement statique. II faut faire un essai de 

la resistance a la compression simple et il faut faire aussi un essai de la stabilite sous la pression de fluage. A 1’ aide d’ un decoupage de 

carottes cylindriques, on preleve un echantillon peut aboutir aux problemes. En ce qui conceme le prelevement d’ enchantillon, il y a une 

contradiction entre le exigence et la realite; ce pourquoi on a develope l’appareil de controle in situ „Creep Tested1. L’appareil se compose 

d’ un ressort, quel est precontraind6 d’une force de 10 kN. Ce ressort precontraide, qui se trouve dans une niche sous la reprise en sous- 

oeuvre, fait pre&ion sur le sol injectione. Le dispositif de mesure alimantant par une batterie, laquelle a une capacite de 10 jours.

1 INTRODUCTION

For underpinnings based on grouting or jet grouting techniques 

the achieved compressive strength has to be examined. Kind and 

extent of these tests are regulated in national codes. Normally core 

drillings are carried out to obtain undisturbed samples for uniaxial 

compressive tests. For jet grouting measures the sampling can be 

snnplyfied by casting the back flowing suspension into cubes, thus 

i f  this back flow prooves enough strength, the injection itself will 

possess at least the same strength. Due to the fact that the safety 

span between the required and achieved strength for jet grouted 

underpinnings normally is high, this action is acceptable.

Even if the procedure of sampling by core drilling is 

prescribed for underpinnings based on silicat gel injections, in 

practise it is nearly impossible to obtain undisturbed samples.

Silicate gel injections are confined to sand, fine gravel and their 

mixtures and are extreme brittle. During the coring process, the 

sample will be disturbed or completely demolished as soon as a 

grain having a size of about 5 mm is hit. Kutzner (1993) explains:

„The taking of samples from injection bodies beneeth the earth 

surface faces in practice some difficulties. They are mainly related 

to the relative low strength of the injected soil. This difficulties 
increase as the strength becomes lower and the coarse grain 

fraction becomes higher. A sampling without partial uncovering 

can only be done by core drilling. The subjection of the reinforced 

soil to stress during core drilling is high. Practice shows, that even 

in reinforced soil with an uniaxial compressive strength of 5 

MN/m2 a gravel grain, which is cut by the core drill bit, will be 

removed from the unit soil body. Further drilling leads to a 

damage of the whole core inside the pipe and to a loss of the soil 
structure at the bottom of the bore hole. As a rule it is possible to 

obtain sufficient undisturbed samples from injected sand, but these 

are often not characteristic for the whole soil profile." Also more 

cautios sampling methods, e.g. partial uncovering and taking of 

blocks, which following are used in the laboratory to model 
testing samples, do not lead to satisfying results in the 

predominate number of cases. With the aim to overcome these 

serious shortcomings and to get the essential possibility to prove 

the materials strength an in-situ creep test, which is presented in 

the following chapter, was developed. Figure 1 Creep Tester in an underpinning
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Figure 2 Section through Creep Tester

1 spring 2 fine thread bar 3 nut 4 ball-bearing 5 bars

6 upper plate 7 middle plate 8 lower plate 9 holder 

10 set of load distribution plates 11 spring guider 

12 inductiv displacement transducer

2 THE CREEP TESTER

In a research cooperation between the chair of soil mechanics and 

foundation engineering of the Bergische Universitat-GH 

Wuppertal and a construction company, specialized in works at or 

below ground level, the in-situ testing device „Creep Tester11 

(patent pending) was developed and tested regarding its 

practicability. Device construction and function shall be included 

in the description of one test:

After the injection had enough time to develope its strength a 

niche in the injection 35 cm (14 in.) high and about 15 cm (6 in.) 

wide and deep is excavated from a ditch. During this process the 

bottom and the top surface of the niche should not be disturbed, 
which does not represent, even for silicate gel injections by 

carefully working, any problem. When the niche is completed, the 

bottom load distribution plate with a defined diameter is put and 

leveled and the apparatus is placed on it. The space between the 

top of the apparatus and the top of the niche is then filled with 

rapid hardening cement and the upper load distribution plate. The 

device consists mainly of a spring (1) (Identification numbers see 

figur 1), which is prestressed to a force of 10 kN by a fine thread 

bar (2) with a nut (3) supported on a ball bearing (4). By 

unscrewing the nut the spring force is released and now works 

over the bars (5) onto the upper load distribution plate. Because 

the spring force is almost constant, a set of load distribution plates 

is available to produce the practical relevant stresses form 0,4 to

1,0 MN/m2. The nut (3) now takes over a security function and 

will stop further movements of the spring, if the injection material 
fails.

In the moment the spring force is released the measurements 

start. This is a 1-channel measurement device, which has been 

developed specifically for this purpose. It is supplied with a small 

car battery and saves every minute a measured value from a 

displacement transducer (12), which measures the mutual 

displacements of the lower (7) and middle (8) device plates. The 

whole apparatus and the measurement device are suited for rough 

site conditions, appropriately water proved and robust. Once the 

measurement device has started, it can not be switched off 
because of any influence from outside. Only the disconnection 

from the battery interrupts the measurement, however due to an 

additional internal buffer this does not lead to any loss of data. At 

last measurement device and apparatus were covered and buried 

to obtain protection against theft or wilful destruction. The overall 

capacity of the device allows continous measurements up to 10 

days and stores every minute a value. Intermediate results can be 

taken and graphically displayed by means of a laptop computer 

and thus it can be directly decided on site, wether the 

measurements have to be continued or terminated.

R e s u l t s  o f  a n  i n - s i t u  c r e e p  t e s t

S l t o  b o o n

O r d e r -  o h n e  A n g o b e  
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Figure 3 Stable test results in a silicate gel injection
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Figure 4 Unstable test results in a jet grouted injection

3 EXAMPLES FOR TEST RESULTS

Figure 3 demonstrates typical results of a 5 days lasting test in an 

underpinning with a silicat gel injection in very dense sandy gravel. 

It shows an overall stable behaviour, which goes over to a nearly 

horizontal tangent after initial creeping for about one day. The 

typical temperature dependency of the curve is obvious. Over one 

day (day begin 0:00 of each day is marked by a vertical bar) the 

curve shows a lokal minimum in the warmer hours. The 

interpretation of the results should be done with respect to the 

small absolute values for the displacements.

Figure 4 demonstrates the results for an unstable in-situ creep 

test over 5 days, which was carried out in a jet grouting measure. 

Clearly visible is the over linear increase of the deformations with 

the tendency to a creep failure. Precise observation of figure 4 

shows again the typical temperature dependency, however in a 

smaller scale because the absolute deformation is higher.

So the two possible test results were presented. On the one 

hand, for stable results, the curve is relative more influenced by 

the temperature fluctuation and on the other hand, for unstable 

results, the creep rates are predominating and result in a smooth 

over linear curve.

Subject of the accompanied theoretical investigations is at 

present - on contrast to standard laboratory retardation tests - the 

three dimensional stress state inside the injection. Starting with the 

maximum creep stress directly under the load distribution plates, 

half sphere like stress isobares are produced, which have smaller 

ordinates with increasing distances. Thus, creep failure does not 
lead to a spontaneous rupture but to a progressive plastification 

under the load distribution plates. This results in an elongation of 

the spring and a release of the stress under the load distribution 

plates, so that the process comes to an end. For silicate gel 

injections the required test creep stress o k  under the load 

distribution plates can be determined according to the german 

standard DIN 4093 (1987) as follows:

a  q -2.0

a K ------T --------- \
K v  + r  k )

were 2.0 = global safety factor

<Jd  = max. local stress in the underpinning 

yK = 0.3 , if stress reduction by creeping inside the 

underpinning is possible, but not recognized in 

the calculation of od 

k  = factor recognizing the age of the injektion, see 

figur 5

age t in days 

Figure 5 Reduction factor k

4 CONCLUSIONS

1. The development of the device „Creep Tester" overcomes the 

difficulties of obtaining undisturbed samples from silicate gel 
injections to examine their compressive strength.

2. With the device it is possible to cany out creep tests in situ 

and to investigate the creeping behaviour of an underpinning 

under site conditions.

3 . The device and the measurement equipment is suitable for 

robust site conditions and due to the mechanical spring mechanism 

and the battery based measurements the device is independandt 
from any kind of external power supply.

4. The measurement device is designed for tests up to 10 days 

and stores every minute a measured value.

5. Intermediate results can be obtained and graphically 

demonstrated by means of a laptop computer, so it can be directly 

decided, wether the measurements have to be continued or 

terminated.
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